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Formal Veri�ation and Synthesis foran Air TraÆ Management SystemAdilson Luiz Bonif�aio� Arnaldo Vieira MouraJo~ao Batista de Camargo Jr.y Jorge Rady de Almeida Jr.zFebruary, 2000AbstratThe aim of this work is to apply formal spei�ation tehniques to model real-timedistributed systems arising from real-world appliations. The target system is an AirTraÆ Management System (ATM), using the TraÆ alert and Collision AvoidaneSystem (TCAS) protool. The formal models developed here are based on the notionof hybrid automata. Semi-automati tools are used in the veri�ation of the models,and some important system parameters are synthesized using a parametri analysis. Allresults were obtained on a 350MHz desktop PC, with 320MB of main memory.Key-Words: Air TraÆ Management, Analysis, Synthesis, Veri�ation, Hybrid Sys-tems.1 IntrodutionThe use of formal spei�ations and veri�ation tehniques in real-world system develop-ment proesses has beome more and more important, espeially when suh proesses fouson distributed systems that ontrol ritial appliations, where an operational fault anause irreparable damages. Among a wide variety of distributed systems, the ones involv-ing reative and real-time responses are the most diÆult to model aurately. In addition,ertain kind of ritial appliations, known as hybrid systems, present a dual nature, inthe sense that the system behavior is desribed by ontinuous dynami pro�les, regulatedby the intervention of disrete events [8, 7, 6℄. This introdues further ompliations andsubtleties in the modeling and analysis of suh systems.Reently, the mathematial theory of hybrid automata has been gaining momentum as agood alternative to speify and verify hybrid systems [21, 2, 13, 15, 17℄. Essentially, hybrid�Partial support from CAPES, DS - 44/97yPolytehni Shool, University of S~ao Paulo, Av. Prof. Luiano Gualberto, Trav. 3, N. 158, S~ao Paulo,Brazil, 05508-900zPolytehni Shool, University of S~ao Paulo, Av. Prof. Luiano Gualberto, Trav. 3, N. 158, S~ao Paulo,Brazil, 05508-900 1



2 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.automata are �nite automata whose states inlude a dynami spei�ation of the systemevolution, and whose state transitions model an abrupt hange in the dynami behaviorof the system. Eah omponent of the distributed system is modeled by an appropriateautomaton. The overall system behavior is, then, aptured by the orresponding produtautomaton [15, 17℄. The ommuniation between the system omponents is regulated bythe exhange of messages between the independent automata. Messages are exhangedduring state transitions taking plae in the individual automata. Synhronism betweenthe individual automata is also attained by the use of a shared memory, to whih all theomponent automata have aess [15, 17℄. The notion of hybrid automata is adequate tomodel systems omposed of several distributed ommuniating omponents, eah one witha simple dynami behavior. In ontrast, lassi ontrol theories deal with systems with afew distributed omponents whose dynami features are more omplex.In this work, hybrid automata are used to model the omplexities of a real-world dis-tributed hybrid system, onsisting of an Air TraÆ Management System (ATM). The ATMsystem oordinates many di�erent autonomous airraft whih ompete for routes in a se-tion of airspae. The TraÆ alert and Collision Avoidane System (TCAS) protool is usedto help manage the traÆ in the viinity of a ruising airraft. The TCAS is an on-boardonit detetion and resolution algorithm. Its task is to monitor the traÆ around theairraft, detet possible threats and advise on how to resolve these onits, for vertialseparations.The models explored in this work onsider two airraft ying in the same airspae, inopposite diretions. This senario aptures only a fragment of the omplexities of a realATM system. Even so, the results obtained ontribute a positive step towards the validationand the veri�ation of the funtionalities of the atual system. In all ases studied, a safesystem operation is the main property to be veri�ed. At the moment of this writing,the authors are unaware of other diret appliations of hybrid automata tehniques eitherto verify safety properties for ATM systems [20℄, or to synthesize values for operationalparameters of suh systems.The operation of the ATM system requires an intense exhange of messages and aomplex ativity of oordination between all partiipating agents. Due to the omplexity ofthe resulting model, semi-automati omputational tools are used to e�etively bear on theformal spei�ations. Most of the time, models for realisti systems result in an automatonof suh omplexity that the ooperation of these automati tools beomes essential. Here,the HyTeh tool [12, 14, 13℄ was used to analyze the models.This report is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the notion of hybrid automata,illustrated by some simple examples. Setion 3 desribes the air traÆ management system.The system operation is explained, together with some of its variants and speial proedures.Setion 4 disusses the models that were developed to verify and to validate the systemoperation. The synthesis of values for ertain important parameters is also desribed here.The last setion onludes with some �nal observations.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 32 Hybrid AutomataIn this setion, the notion of a hybrid automaton is introdued.2.1 Basi De�nitionsA hybrid automaton is a formal system A = (X;V;ow; init; inv; E; jump;�; syn); where:1. X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng is a �nite set of variables. The number n is the dimension of A.2. V is a �nite set of operation modes, or just modes.3. For every mode v 2 V , ow(v), the ontinuous ativity ondition of mode v, is aprediate over the set of variables X [ _X. Here, _X = f _x1; : : : ; _xng.14. For every mode v 2 V , inv(v), the invariant ondition for mode v, is a prediate overX. When in mode v, the invariant ondition inv(v) must always be satis�ed.5. The initial onditions are given by the omponent init. For every mode v 2 V , init(v)is a prediate over X. The automaton an start in mode v only if the initial onditioninit(v) is satis�ed.6. The multi-set E is formed by pairs (v; v0), where v; v0 2 V are operation modes. Themulti-set desribes the transitions of the automaton.7. The omponent jump desribes the phase hange onditions. For every transitione 2 E, jump(e) is a prediate over the set X [ X 0. Here, X 0 = fx01; : : : ; x0ng. Theprimed variable x0 is used to indiate the (new) value of the orresponding variable xafter a transition.8. � is a �nite set of event labels, or just events. The partial funtion syn maps transitionsin E into events of �.A simple example [15℄ of a hybrid automaton is shown in Figure 1(a). This modelaptures the simple dynamis of a gas heater. The model uses a real variable x, whihevolves deterministially in time, to model the temperature of a ontainer. The heateris turned o� when the temperature reahes 3 degrees, and it is turned bak on when thetemperature falls to 1 degree. The evolution of x is omputed from the initial onditions,from di�erential equations present in the modes, and from the transitions between modes.In the formal set up for this example n = 1, X = fxg, and V = fon; o� g. The ontinuousativity ondition for mode on is given by the prediate _x = �x + 5, whih desribes anexponential rise of the temperature x. For mode o� the ontinuous ativity ondition is_x = �x, desribing an exponential fall in the temperature. For both operation modes, theinvariant ondition is 1 � x � 3. The initial ondition for mode on is x = 2, and for modeo� it is false. The latter ondition is not depited in the �gure. There are two transitionsin Figure 1(a), namely (on, o� ) and (o�, on). The transition (on, o� ) has a phase hange1For any variable x, the �rst derivative of x with respet to time is indiated by _x.
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1 � x � 3 1 � x � 3_x = �xturn o�x = 3turn onx = 1 o�x = 2 on_x = �x+ 5(a) Simple heater on o�_x 2 [2; 4℄^_y = 1 ^ _z = 1 _x 2 [�3;�1℄^_y = 1 ^ _z = 01 � x � 3 ^ y � 60 1 � x � 3 ^ y � 60turn o�x = 3turn onx = 1^z = 0^y = 0x = 2

(b) Heater and safety requirementFigure 1: Hybrid automata: an exampleondition given by the prediate x = 3 ^ x0 = x, and the transition (o�, on) has the phasehange ondition given by the prediate x = 1 ^ x0 = x. The trivial ondition x0 = xis not shown in the �gure. In this model, the value of the real variables do not hangewhen a transition is taken. It is ommon to use \guards", in the sense of [10℄, to representthe phase hange onditions in the graphial representation of hybrid automata. A guardsuh as (x1 = x2) ! (x1 := 2x2) gives the preondition x1 = x2 and the postonditionx01 = 2x2, that are to be enfored during a phase hange. These onditions are equivalentto the omplete prediate x1 = x2 ^ x01 = 2x2 ^ x02 = x2. The set of disrete events forthis example is � = fturn on, turn o�g. The funtion syn assoiates the event turn on tothe transition (o�, on), and assoiates the event turn o� to the transition (on, o� ). Thepresene of these events will allow for the synhronization between distributed automata,as will be desribed in the sequel.Another interesting example [1℄ of a hybrid automaton is presented in Figure 2. Thismodel desribes a pursuit game. The senario is depited in Figure 2(b). There is a pursuer,in a ar, hasing an evader on a 40 meters long irular trak. The ar an travel up to 6meters per seond in the lokwise diretion, but only up to 1/2 meters per seond whengoing ounterlokwise, sine it must use its reverse gear to travel in this diretion. Theevader is on a biyle, and an travel at 5 meters per seond in either diretion. However, itmay deide to hange its diretion of movenemt only at ertain instants of time, separatedby exatly two seonds. The goal of the evader is to avoid the pursuer, at all osts, byreahing a heliopter stationed at the zero mark on the trak. In order to win the game, theevader must esape the pursuer, no matter what strategy the pursuer hooses to use. Thegame is modeled by the automaton shown in Figure 2(a). Variable p gives the position ofthe pursuer on the trak. Similarly, variable e models the position of the evader. The lokt measures the delay between the hoies made by the evader. There are three operationmodes: going lokwise, modeled by the mode lokwise, going ounterlokwise, modeledby the mode ounter, and a resued mode, named resued. In the lokwise and ountermodes, the variable e evolves aording to the di�erential equations _e = 5 and _e = �5,respetively, and the variable p observes the di�erential inequality _p 2 [�1=2; 6℄. The
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t = 2^e 6= 0^(40 � e)=5 < (40� p)=6! t := 0
p = 0! p := 40p = 40! p := 0 p = 0! p := 40p = 40! p := 0

t = 2 ^ e 6= 0! t := 040 � 6e � �5pt = 2 ^ e 6= 0(40� e)=5 < (40 � p)=6! t := 0t = 2^ p = 10^ e = 20
e = 40Clokwise Resued Countere = 0 _e = 0 ^ _p = 0

_e = 5 ^ _p 2 [� 12 ; 6℄0 � e; p � 40^ _t = 1^ t � 2 ^ t � 20 � e; p � 40_e = �5^ _p 2 [� 12 ; 6℄^ _t = 1
t = 2 ^ e 6= 0! t := 040 � 6e � �5p^ _t = 0

(a) Pursuit automaton
2010 0 5m=s

6m=s12m=s Pursuer EvaderHeliopter 30 5m=s
(b) Pursuit depitedFigure 2: The pursuit gamenondeterministi hoie for the value of _p reets the pursuer ability to instantly hange itsdiretion of movement. The lok t, of ourse, obeys the dynami equation _t = 1, in bothof these modes.The invariant ondition in the lokwise and ounter modes is given by 0 � e; p � 40.This, together with the upper state transitions, depited as self-loops in these modes, reetthe fat that the trak is irular with a 40 meters perimeter.The lower self-loops and the transitions between the lokwise and ounter modes de-sribe the evader's simple strategy. It omputes the time it will take for him and the pursuerto reah the esape heliopter, when both are moving in the lokwise diretion. If his timeis shorter, the evader moves lokwise; if it is longer, he goes ounter-lokwise.The resued mode signals that the evader has reahed the heliopter. The transitionto this mode is taken when the evader reahes the heliopter, either when he is movinglokwise or when he is moving ounter-lokwise.The evader is initially set at position 20 on the trak, diretly opposite to the heliopter.The pursuer starts at position 10. The HyTeh tool an automatially determine that, inthis senario, the evader has a winning strategy.A number of other related works, dealing with models based on hybrid automata, anbe found in [18, 16, 17℄.2.2 The Produt AutomatonThe model of a omplex system omprises several individual automata that operate on-urrently. The synhronism of the global system is obtained by:



6 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.1. Requiring simultaneity of phase transitions when they are labeled by the same disreteevent, and2. Using shared variables.The synhronism is automatially inorporated into the produt automaton, to be desribednext. Let A1 and A2 are hybrid automata, where X1 \X2 = ;. The produt automaton ofA1 and A2 is a system A = (X1 [X2; V1 � V2;ow; init; inv; E; jump;�1 [ �2; syn); wherethe ow, init and inv omponents are simple onjuntions:ow((v1; v2)) = ow(v1) ^ ow(v2);inv((v1; v2)) = inv(v1) ^ inv(v2);init((v1; v2)) = init(v1) ^ init(v2):For the phase transitions, e = ((v1; v01); (v2; v02)) 2 E if and only if one of the followingonditions hold:1. v1 = v01, e2 = (v2; v02) 2 E2 and syn2(e2) 62 �1; jump(e) = jump2(e2) and syn(e) =syn2(e2).2. v2 = v02, e1 = (v1; v01) 2 E1 and syn1(e1) 62 �2; jump(e) = jump1(e1) and syn(e) =syn1(e1).3. e1 = (v1; v01) 2 E1, e2 = (v2; v02) 2 E2, syn1(e1) = syn2(e2). In this ase, jump(e) =jump1(e1)^ jump2(e2) and syn(e) = syn1(e1). The synhronism is imposed by foringthe transitions labeled by the same event to our simultaneously.The produt of several automata is obtained by aumulating the result of omputing theprodut of eah individual automaton, in turn.2.3 Regions and TrajetoriesAn atomi linear prediate is an inequality between rational onstants and linear ombina-tions of variables with rational oeÆients, suh as 2x+ 4y � 7z=2 � �10. A onvex linearprediate is a �nite onjuntion of atomi linear prediates, and a linear prediate is a �nitedisjuntion of onvex linear prediates.A onvex region of a hybrid automaton A of dimension n is a onvex polyhedron in Rn .A region is a �nite union of onvex regions. Given a prediate ', the region determined by' is denoted by ['℄, and is alled the '-region. A on�guration of a hybrid automaton Ais a pair q = (v; a) onsisting of an operation mode v 2 V and a vetor a = (a1; : : : ; an) inRn . The on�guration (v; a) is admissible if a 2 [inv(v)℄. The on�guration (v; a) is initialif a 2 [init(v)℄. In the example depited on Figure 1(a), the on�guration (on; 0:5) is notadmissible and that the on�guration (on; 2) is initial.Let q = (v; a) and q0 = (v0; a0) be two on�gurations of A. The pair (q; q0) is a phasehange of A if e = (v; v0) is a transition in E and (a; a0) 2 [jump(e)℄. The pair (q; q0) is aontinuous ativity of A if v = v0, if there is a nonnegative real Æ 2 R (the duration of theontinuous ativity) and if there is also a di�erentiable funtion � : [0; Æ℄ ! Rn (the urveof the ontinuous ativity), suh that the following requirements are satis�ed:



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 71. Endpoints: �(0) = a and �(Æ) = a0;2. Admissibility ondition: for all time instants t 2 [0; Æ℄, the on�guration (v; �(t)) isadmissible;3. Invariant ondition: �(t) 2 [inv(v)℄, for all time instants t 2 [0; Æ℄;4. Continuous ativity ondition: if _� : [0; Æ℄ ! Rn is the �rst derivative of �, then, forall time instants t 2 [0; Æ℄, (�(t); _�(t)) 2 [flow(v)℄.A trajetory of A is a �nite sequene q0; q1; : : : ; qk, of admissible on�gurations, whereeah pair (qj ; qj+1) of onseutive on�gurations is either a phase hange or a ontinuousativity of A. Suh a trajetory is said to start at q0. A on�guration q0 of A is reahablefrom a on�guration q if q0 is the last on�guration of some trajetory of A starting at q.An initial trajetory of A is any of its trajetory that starts at an initial on�guration. Aon�guration q0 of A is simply reahable if it is reahable from an initial on�guration of A.In the example illustrated in Figure 1(a), all admissible on�gurations are reahable.Given a region ', Post(') is the region formed by all those on�gurations q0 for whihthere exists a on�guration q 2 ['℄ suh that q0 is reahable from q through a ontinuousativity or of a phase hange of A. Starting with '0 = ', the iteration of this proess willompute the regions 'k+1 = Post('k), for k = 0; 1; : : : . If a region 'k satis�es 'k = 'k+1,then the proess onverges and region 'k ontains all the on�gurations of A that arereahable via some trajetory that starts from a on�guration in '0. When the proessonverges, region 'k is denoted by Post?('0). A bakward proess an also be de�ned in asimilar way, giving rise to a Pre operator.2.4 Linear Hybrid AutomataA hybrid automaton A is a linear hybrid automaton, if it satis�es the following requirements:1. For every operation mode v 2 V , the ontinuous ativity ondition ow(v), the in-variant ondition inv(v) and the initial ondition init(v), are onvex linear prediates.Moreover, for every transition e 2 E, the phase hange ondition jump(e) is a onvexlinear prediate.2. For every operation mode v 2 V , the ontinuous ativity ondition ow(v) is a pred-iate over the set _X only.The seond requirement prohibits ontinuous ativities suh as _x = x. On the other hand, itstill allows the use of stopwathes and loks with bounded drift, the latter being desribedby dynami onditions suh as _x 2 [1� �1; 1+ �2℄, for some onstants �1 and �2. The heaterautomaton of Figure 1(a) is not a linear hybrid automaton, beause the ontinuous ativityondition is not a prediate over the set _X only.There are two tehniques for replaing a nonlinear hybrid automaton by a linear hybridautomaton [15℄. The �rst tehnique, alled lok translation, replaes variables that ausenonlinearity by loks. The seond tehnique, alled linear phase-portrait approximation,replaes nonlinear prediates by more relaxed linear prediates.



8 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.The idea of lok translation is that sometimes the value of a variable an be determinedfrom a past value and the time that has elapsed sine the variable was last attributed thatvalue. The variable x of a hybrid automaton A is lok-translatable if the following tworequirements hold:1. Solvability: in eah ontinuous ativity ondition ow(v), all ourrenes of x and_x are within onjunts of the form _x = gv(x), where gv : R ! R is an integrablefuntion with onstant sign over the interval determined by the invariant ondition.And, in the invariant, initial, and phase hange onditions, all ourrenes of x and x0are within onjunts of the form x0 = x, or x � , or x0 � , where � is an inequalityoperator and  is a rational onstant.2. Initialization: for every operation mode v, the initial ondition init(v) is of the formx = , for some onstant . And, for every transition (v; v0), it is the ase that gv = gv0and, either jump(v; v0) implies x0 = x or jump(v; v0) implies x0 = , for some onstant.In aordane with these onditions, the value of x is determined by: (i) the time sine it waslast reassigned to a onstant; and (ii) the value of that onstant. Therefore, all invariant,initial, and phase hange onditions on the lok-translatable variable x an be translatedinto onditions over a lok tx. The lok tx is restarted whenever x is reassigned to aonstant. If neessary, operation modes are split in order to aommodate reassignments ofx to di�erent onstants.In the linear phase-portrait approximation the idea is to relax all nonlinear ow, inv,init, and jump prediates. Eah suh nonlinear prediate p is replaed by a linear prediatep0 suh that p implies p0. The linear hybrid automaton of Figure 1(b) is a linear phase-portrait approximation of the heater system, shown in Figure 1(a). For the moment, ignorethe new variables y and z. All the invariant, initial, and phase hange onditions are linear.Only the ontinuous ativity onditions needed to be relaxed. For the operation mode on,the invariant ondition 1 � x � 3 and the ontinuous ativity ondition _x = �x+ 5 implythat this prediate an be relaxed to the linear ondition _x 2 [2; 4℄. In the same way, on theoperation mode o�, the ontinuous ativity ondition an be relaxed to the linear ondition_x 2 [�3;�1℄.Observe that lok translation preserves the trajetories of a system and the linearphase-portrait approximation adds trajetories to a system. Hene, if a safety property issatis�ed in the relaxed system, then the property is also satis�ed in the original system.However, if the relaxed system violates a safety property, then it must be heked if thedisovered error trajetory is a valid trajetory of the original system. If not, the analysisis inonlusive and the approximations must be re�ned, for example, by splitting operationmodes.The following theorem an be shown to hold [2℄: if A is a linear hybrid automaton, andif ['℄ is any region of A, then the alulation of Post?(') onverges. This theorem supportsthe onstrution of (semi) automati omputational tools for the analysis of linear hybridautomata.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 92.5 Safety and Parametri AnalysisA safety requirement is a set of prediates imposed on the system on�gurations. Usually,a safety requirement is desribed by the set of values that the system variables an attain.A on�guration is safe if it satis�es all the safety requirements assoiated with the model;otherwise the on�guration is unsafe. A model is safe if all its reahable on�gurationsare safe; otherwise the model is unsafe. Given a safety requirement as a prediate ' overthe on�gurations of A, the region reah = Post?([init℄) is omputed, and the intersetionreah\[:'℄ is obtained. If the resulting region is empty, the safety requirements are satis�edand the system is safe; otherwise they are violated and the system is unsafe.System parameters are symboli onstants whih assume �xed values. A parametrianalysis determines value intervals for ertain system parameters in suh a way as to guar-antee that no safety requirement is violated. This proess, therefore, synthesizes maximumand minimum values for these parameters. In a hybrid automaton, a parameter � an berepresented by a variable whose value never hanges. This ondition an be attained byimposing the ondition _� = 0 in all operation modes and, further, by imposing the ondition�0 = � over all state transitions of the automaton. A value a 2 R is safe for a parameter �if no unsafe on�guration is reahable when the initial ondition � = a is adjoined to theall operating modes of the automaton.Returning to the heater example, depited in Figure 1(a), a safety requirement for theheater ould be: \in the �rst hour of operation, the heater should not be on by more than2=3 of the time". Figure 1(b) depits a relaxed version of that automaton, where the newlok variable y measures the total elapsed time and the new stopwath variable z measuresthe time the heater stays in operation. It an be demonstrated that the relaxed version issafe with respet to these requirements [15℄. It follows that the original model is also safewith respet to the same requirements.2.6 Computational ToolsIn general, the modeling of realisti systems results in a produt automaton of suh om-plexity that the veri�ation phase an only be suessfully done with the aid of (semi)automati omputational tools. The software HyTeh [13, 15, 14, 12℄ was developed as atool to aid in the analysis and veri�ation of linear hybrid automaton models. The modelis desribed to the tool via an input �le that omprises two parts. The �rst part desribesthe individual hybrid automata. The produt automaton is omputed automatially by thetool. The seond part is a sequene of analysis ommands.The HyTeh tool an automatially verify that the relaxed heater model illustrated inFigure 1(b) satis�es all the posed safety requirements [15℄. In the same vein, in the pursuitgame of Figure 2, the tool an also verify that the evader has a winning esape strategy [1℄.Today, HyTeh is one of the only tools that supports semi-automati analysis of linearhybrid automata models. It has been used in a variety of diverse situations and furtherexamples an be found in [2, 15, 14, 12℄.UPPAAL [19, 4, 5, 3℄ is another example of an automati veri�ation tool. It is basedon timed-automata, a more restrited notion than that of linear hybrid automata. The



10 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.former notion an only work with loks, and does not support the use of more omplexdi�erential equations to desribe dynami system pro�les.3 Desription of an Air TraÆ Management SystemAir TraÆ Management Systems (ATM) are very omplex and ritial systems, that operateunder tight onditions and are omposed of several distributed omponents. This makes ithard for suh systems to be formally veri�ed. On the other hand, the need for a formal,rigorous veri�ation of all the system safety requirements is unquestionable, sine any safetyfault an result in intolerably high damages, both in terms of properties and lifes. Severalfaults are known to have ourred in aviation history, ausing terrible aidents, due theunsafe operation of these systems [23℄.3.1 The Air TraÆ ControlIn a typial ight, after the airraft enter en route, the Air TraÆ Control (ATC) monitorsthe ight by radio [11℄. After an ATC aknowledges radar ontat with the signalingplane, it starts to transmit values for heading and altitude, based on the airraft presentoordinates. Depending on the ight plan, one airraft an swith many times from one enroute ontroller to another, during the ourse of its ight. En route ontrollers are assignedto spei� geographi areas, and they work to maintain the safe separation of passing airraftthat ross their setor of airspae. While all airline airraft are ontrolled every step of theway, the same level of positive ontrol does not always apply to all other airraft. Someairraft an, and often do, y in unontrolled airspae, outside the ATC range. In general,these unontrolled air spaes are areas below the ruise lanes used by airline airraft.General aviation airraft are allowed to y under visual ight rules, or VFR, whenweather and visibility are good. In these onditions, they do not have to �le a ight plan,and they do not have to be in touh with air traÆ ontrol, unless they hoose to operatein or out of an airport that has a ontrol tower. Under VFR rules, pilots are responsiblefor maintaining adequate separation from other airraft, and that is why these rules aresometimes alled the \see and be seen" rules.Instrument ight rules, or IFR, on the other hand, are the rules under whih generalaviation airraft must y in bad weather and low visibility. In this ase, pilots must bein ontat with the ATC and must �le a ight plan. They also must be \instrumenterti�ed", meaning that they are pro�ient at navigating and ying their airraft usingokpit instruments only, without the bene�t of good visibility. Airline ights always operateunder instrument ight rules, regardless of weather.Reent tehnologial advanes made it possible to implement sophistiated funtions,suh as navigation and airraft separation, in the system omponents responsible for theontrol and surveillane of a setor of airspae [24℄. This more advaned tehnology permitsa redution in the number of ollision, while eÆiently maintaining the throughput of theairspae with adequate levels of seurity and reliability. On the other hand, the use of moreadvaned tehnologies tightens further the system parameters and arues the veri�ation



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 11and safety problems, opening up the possibilities for the introdution of subtle errors. Inthese ases, a formal veri�ation of the system safety is even more desirable.3.2 The TraÆ alert and Collision Avoidane SystemOver the years, air traÆ has ontinued to inrease. The developments of modern air traÆontrol systems have made it possible to ope with this inrease, while maintaining theneessary levels of ight safety. However, the risk of airborne ollision remains. That iswhy the onept of an airborne ollision avoidane system has been onsidered, giving riseto the initial development of the TraÆ alert and Collision Avoidane System (TCAS) [23℄.TCAS is a protool used to monitor air traÆ in the viinity of ying airraft. It providesthe pilot with information about neighboring airraft that may pose a ollision threat and,also, it advises on how to resolve these onits. TCAS signi�antly improves ight safety.However, it an not entirely eliminate all ollision risks. As in any preditive system, itmight itself indue a risk of ollision [20℄.The TCAS system an enter in one of two levels of alertness [22℄. In the �rst level,the system issues a TraÆ Advisory (TA) signal to inform the pilot of a potential threat.When operating in this level of alertness, it does not provide any suggestions on how toresolve the situation. If the risk of ollision inreases, a Resolution Advisory (RA) signalis issued, and the system also suggests a maneuver that is likely to resolve the onit.The TCAS system also allows for reversal ommands and it may hange the limb/desendadvise during a onit. This feature was added to the protool in order to ompensatefor the nondeterminism in the pilot response. That is, the pilot may hoose not to followthe TCAS advises thereby rendering the original maneuver unsafe. The TCAS detets thissituation and hanges the RA, if neessary. Obviously, this nondeterminism renders theneessity of a formal veri�ation of the overall system safety even more neessary.Airraft separation standards vary aording to irumstanes. Above 29000 feet, whenthe airraft are ruising at high speed, the standard is �ve miles of horizontal radar sep-aration and 2000 feet of vertial separation. Below 29000 feet, the vertial separation isredued to 1000 feet while the horizontal radar separation remains at �ve miles. Whenairraft are moving at muh slower speeds, as when they depart or approah an airport, thestandard is three miles of horizontal radar separation and 1000 feet of vertial separation.The TCAS protool is designed to ensure ollision avoidane between any two airraft,with an approximation speed of up to 1200 knots and vertial rates as high as 10000 feetper minute. The ontroller ation begins when the airraft horizontal separation is 5 miles.The standard value for vertial limbs or desends is 10000 fpm. In emergenies it an beas high as 12000 fpm.The TCAS system monitors the vertial plane, and only a few works, today, onsiderthe parallel separation between the airraft. In the future, the TCAS system might produeRAs for both the horizontal and the vertial planes [25, 9℄.Aviation texts, usually, do not treat measures in a uniform way. For example, thehorizontal speed may be given in miles per hour and the vertial rate may be measured infeet per minute. Or, the vertial distane may be presented in feet and time may be givenin minutes or hours, while the horizontal distane is given in miles. See Figure 3. In this



12 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.work, however, all omputed measures are onverted to the standard metri system, so asto maintain a uniformity throughout. Hene, the horizontal and vertial distanes are givenin meters and the time is measured in seonds2.3.3 A Case Study with Two AirraftThe emphasis of this work is on the veri�ation and synthesis of some safety requirementsof an air traÆ management system. The aim is to validate the system operation, and tosynthesize more appropriate and tighter values for some ritial system parameters, in suha way to improve the system overall performane and to derease the ourrene of unsafesituations. One of the main aspets of the modeling is to apture the ooperation betweenthe system parts.Figure 3 depits a situation with two airraft in the same airspae. The hanges of32000 ftAirraft 1
Airraft 210000 fpm 30000 ft2000 ft5 miles550 miles/h
550 miles/hFigure 3: Two airraft in the same airspaeattitude for the airraft are provoked by the ontroller that monitors the vertial and hor-izontal separations between the airraft. Based on the position between the two airraft,the on-board TCAS ontroller may ommand the leftmost airraft to limb or to desend.It may also inrease its desent rate, if the situation is ritial. The rightmost airraft isassumed to remain in a leveled ruise. The ontroller may, however, redue its horizontalspeed in order to avert ollisions.In the senario depited in Figure 3, the leftmost airraft is traveling at a height of32000 feet and the rightmost one is traveling in the opposite diretion, at a height of 30000feet. The vertial distane between the airraft is 2000 feet3. The airraft are supposed totravel at 550 miles per hour, when ruising. The speed of 490 miles per hour4 an also beapplied in order to redue the ruise speed. These rates and values are based on real datafor Boeings 707 and Boeings 7475.21 foot ' 0.3048 meters, 1 mile ' 1829 meters and 1 knot ' 0.47 meters per seond.332000 feet is about 9754 meters; 30000 feet is about 9144 meters; and 2000 feet is about 610 meters.4550 miles per hour ' 280 meters per seond; and 490 miles per hour ' 250 meters per seond.5http://www.air-transport.org/publi/Handbook/



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 13The TA signal was suppressed from the models treated here and, when a onit sit-uation arises, a RA signal is issued diretly. On the other hand, it is relatively easy toinlude more details of the TCAS protools in the models, or to inlude more airraft inthe senario. This would result in a more omplex produt automaton. The HyTeh tool,however, was already operating lose to its limits, running on a 350MHz desktop PC with320MB of main memory. Certain internal limits of the tool, signaled by multipliationoverow errors, were also being reported. In order to aommodate a more omplex andmore omplete model, it would be neessary to modify the soure ode of the tool and portit to a more powerful hardware platform.4 Parameter SynthesisThe system modeled in this work omprises two airraft ying in opposite diretions, asdepited in Figure 3. The models apture several kinds of maneuvers that the airraft anperform in the same airspae. The automaton model for the airraft that is ying fromleft to right is more omplex than the model for the other airraft, whih is ying in theopposite diretion. This is beause, at some instants, the �rst airraft may deide to engagein some kind of spei� maneuver, while the seond airraft is assumed to remain ruisingen route. Clearly, in order to ope with suh behavior, more operation modes are neessaryto speify a model for the �rst airraft. The full system model omprises three individualhybrid automata: one for eah airraft and another one for the system ontroller.All the ase studies reported here fous on the overall system safety. For eah ase, ananalysis of the model is onduted and some parametri synthesis of ritial values, suh asthe airraft relative height and horizontal separation, is also performed.In the next subsetion, the hybrid automata models are presented. Eah subsequentsubsetion desribes a partiular senario that was studied.4.1 The Hybrid Automata ModelsThe model for the leftmost airraft is depited in Figure 4, and the model for the rightmostairraft is shown in Figure 5. Variable xi indiates the horizontal distane and variableyi indiates the vertial position of the airraft. Variable k is used to extrat informationabout the diretion of ight, as will be explained later. The x1 = x2 horizontal mark is theposition where both airraft ross, and it is alled the ritial point. Note that the absoluteposition of the ritial point varies, sine it depends on the relative horizontal speed of bothairraft. Hene, the ritial point is not always at the zero horizontal mark. A negativevalue for the horizontal position is measured to the left of the zero horizontal mark, whilepositive values indiate distanes to the right of this point. At the beginning, both airraftare symmetrially positioned at 6000 meters from the zero mark. The leftmost airraft isruising at 9750 meters and the rightmost one is ruising at 9140 meters.The automaton for the leftmost airraft, shown in Figure 4, starts o� in the \Cruise B"mode. From this mode, at the mark of 4500 meters, it enters in the \Desend" mode and
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Figure 4: A model for the leftmost airraftstarts to lose altitude at a rate of 50 meters per seond6. From this point, a �rst nonde-terministi alternative alls for a senario of no interation between both airraft. This isaptured by the transition that goes diretly from the \Desend" mode to the \Cruise A"mode. This transition happens at 100 meters from the ritial point (indiating that bothairraft have already passed by eah other) and it uses the \reset" event to synhronizewith the models for the other airraft and the ontroller. While in the \Desend" mode,the leftmost airraft faes two other nondeterministi alternatives. It might reeive a om-mand to limb, moving into the \Climb" mode, synhronizing on the \limb" event, or itmight reeive a ommand to inrease its desending rate, entering the \Derease" mode andsynhronizing on the \derease" event. At the \Derease" mode, there are two nondeter-ministi hoies. Either, as a result of the interation of both TCAS, the airraft reeivesa ounter-order to start limbing up, moving to the \Climb" mode, or it might y by theseond airraft while still desending. In the �rst ase, the leftmost airraft will y by theseond airraft while still limbing up. In any ase, from the \Climb" mode or from the\Derease" mode, a transition to the \Cruise A" mode is taken, at a horizontal position of100 meters, signaling that the y by has already happened. In both ases, a \reset" eventis issued, in order to synhronize this move with the model that desribes the behavior of6About 10000 feet per minute.
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Figure 5: Airraft 2 automatonthe rightmost airraft. Finally, at the \Cruise A" mode, the �rst airraft assumes a leveledight and returns to the start mode no later than when it passes by the 1000 meters mark,to the right of the ritial point. The horizontal speed for this airraft is kept onstant at280 meters per seond7.The seond airraft is modeled by a simpler automaton, omposed of three modes, asshown in the Figure 5. The automaton starts o� in the \Cruise B" mode, positioned at6000 meters to the right of the zero horizontal mark and ruising at 9140 meters. Initially,the airraft horizontal speed is 280 meters per seond, traveling from right to left. Fromthis mode the airraft might, upon deteting the \redue" event, move to the \Redued"mode, where its horizontal speed dereases to 250 meters per seond. The airraft travelsat this speed until it detets the \reset" event and synhronizes with the automaton thatontrols the �rst airraft, moving to the \Cruise A" mode. It remains at this mode until itreahes the ritial point, when both airraft ross eah other. Next, the automaton returnsto the start mode, upon deteting the \restart" event.The model of the ontroller implements (a simpli�ed version of) the TCAS protool, andis illustrated in Figure 6. The automaton starts o� in the \Normal" mode, and it may staythere until the horizontal separation between the two airraft drops to 6000 meters. Butearlier, at 7000 meters of horizontal separation, a nondeterministi hoie ours. Eitherthe ontroller remains in the \Normal" mode, or it swithes to the \Desend" mode. Inthe latter ase, a synhronizing \derease" event ours if the vertial separation betweenthe airraft is at least 400 meters8. This event fores the �rst airraft to inrease its rate ofdesent.If the nondeterministi hoie is not exerised at 7000 meters, the ontroller ontinuesin the \Normal" mode, monitoring the horizontal and vertial separation between bothairraft. When the horizontal distane drops to 6000 meters, and if the vertial separation7About 550 miles per hour.8About 1315 feet.
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Figure 6: Controller automatonis at most 300 meters9, a \limb" event fores the �rst airraft into a 50 meters per seond10limbing trajetory, sine it is not safe to ontinue the desent and ross the seond airraftroute. As a result of the transition, the ontroller reahes the \Climb" mode.If the nondeterministi hoie is taken at the mark of 7000 meters, then the ontrollermay stay in the \Desend" mode until the airraft have rossed eah other and the (orig-inally) leftmost one has moved up to 1000 meters to the right of the zero point. In the\Desend" mode, one of three other nondeterministi hoies will prevail. First, the on-troller may issue a \reset" event and move into the \Reset" mode, where it stays until the�rst airraft has passed the zero mark by 100 meters. Or the ontroller might deide to atwhen the horizontal separation between both airraft has reahed the mark of 6000 meters,their vertial separation being at least 300 meters, or the ontroller might at when thehorizontal separation between the airraft has reahed the mark of 5000 meters, with thevertial separation between them being at least 200 meters. In the latter ase, a \limb"event is issued, foring the �rst airraft in an asending trajetory, and moving the on-9About 985 feet.10About 10000 feet per minute.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 17troller to the \Climb" mode. In the �rst ase, a \redue" event slows down the rightmostairraft and puts the ontroller into the \Redued" mode.After the ontroller reahes the \Redued" mode a similar senario evolves, with theontroller monitoring the vertial and horizontal separation between both airraft. Theontroller may stay in this mode until the airraft have rossed and the �rst one has passedthe zero point by 100 meters. Or, at a horizontal separation of 4000 meters, if the vertialseparation between both airraft is at least 50 meters, a \limb" event is issued and theontroller passes to the \Climb" mode.From the moment that the \Climb" mode is entered, the ontroller stays there untila \reset" event happens, when the �rst airraft has passed the zero point by 100 meters.See also Figure 4. At this moment, the ontroller jumps to the \Reset" mode. In thismode, the ontroller waits until the airraft have rossed and the (originally) leftmost onehas traveled a distane not exeeding 1000 meters from the zero point. At the \Reset"mode, the automaton waits for the \restart" event and moves on to the \Cruse B" mode,restarting the yle.The automaton that governs the overall system behavior is obtained by alulating theprodut of the three individual automata. The ode for the automata, in the HyTehlanguage, is listed in Appendix A.4.2 Case StudiesThe system behavior was aptured and analyzed by running a number of di�erent experi-ments. All ase studies disussed in the sequel fous on establishing the safety of the systemoperation. To this end, several parametri synthesis were run. Experiments of this kindan reveal the limits of a safe system operation and an also be instrumental in obtainingtighter values for a number of system parameters.All experiments were run using the HyTeh omputational support tool11. Figure 7illustrates a typial input to the HyTeh tool for a parametri analysis. The region of initialon�gurations, init reg, indiates that:1. Airraft 1 and Airraft 2 are in their respetive start modes, \Cruise B";2. The Controller is in its start mode, \Normal";3. The initial position for both airraft are spei�ed next, in meters12;4. The auxiliary variable k is zeroed. This variable indiates the mode of origin whenthe \Climb" mode is entered.The partiular parameter values used in this exerise are typial. They ould easily behanged in order to reet di�erent values. An example of a �nal region, �nal reg, apturingan unsafe region aording to the TCAS protool, is desribed next in Figure 7. It omprises�ve lines:11http://www-ad.ees.berkeley.edu/ tah/HyTeh/126000 meters is about 3.3 miles; 9750 meters is about 32000 feet; and 9140 meters is about 30000 feet.



18 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.var final_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controller℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Derease &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Redued &lo[Controller℄ = Redued &x1=x2 &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;print omit all loationshide non_parameters inreahed & final_regendhide; Figure 7: Height parametri analysis1. Airraft 1 is in the \Derease" mode, indiating a steep desent;2. Airraft 2 is in the \Redued" mode, indiating a redued horizontal speed;3. The Controller is in the \Redued" mode, reeting the two onditions above;4. Both airraft are at the same position, that is, they are passing by eah other;5. The last ondition parameterizes the vertial distane of the leftmost airraft.The next line, in Figure 7, asks the HyTeh tool to perform a forward analysis in orderto ompute the reahed region. The last four lines speify a parametri print out of theregion of points belonging to reahed and �nal reg regions. This intersetion will ontain allunsafe points for the system, sine �nal reg desribes the region of unsafety. By negatingthe region alulated by the tool, it is possible to obtain the region of safe values for theheight parameter.All omputational results were obtained by running the HyTeh tool on a typial 350MHzPentium II PC, with 320MB of main memory. Memory usage was never a problem when



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 19running the experiments. Also, for eah experiment, the time onsumed to omplete theanalysis was always quite reasonable, in the range of a few seonds, with the Post operatoronverging after a few iterations. In ontrast, any attempt to inrease the number of airraftaused both the forward and bakward analysis to fail. These observations indiate thatthe HyTeh tool was operating lose to its limit, and a areful onstrution of the modelshad to be undertaken, always working at these limits.In all experiments, ommand line options were used in order to avoid library overowerrors, aused by multipliation of large integers. The output message \Will try hardto avoid library arithmeti overflow errors", produed when running the HyTehtool, indiates the use of ommand line options to avoid suh errors. Another point to bementioned is that all bakward analyses failed due, again, to multipliation overow.In the rest of this setion, six ase studies are presented, reporting on the synthesis ofvalues for several ritial parameters. More details about eah of the experiments an befound in Appendix B.4.3 The minimum height before the ontroller ationThis study fouses on the minimum height reahed by the �rst airraft, in the worst senarioand before the ontroller starts to enfore the TCAS protool. To apture this situation, the�nal region is spei�ed by positioning the automaton for the �rst airraft in the \Desend"mode, the automaton for the seond airraft in the \Cruise B" mode, and the automaton forthe ontroller in the \Normal" mode. Note that, beause of the synhronizing \reset" event,it is not possible for the ontroller model to omplete a full yle before the airraft modelsalso restart at the initial mode. The input onditions an be read from the Appendix B,Setion B.1.1, where the variable height indiates the parametri value for the vertialdistane reahed by the �rst airraft. The output of the HyTeh tool for this experimentis shown in Figure 8. The parametri analysis shows that the �rst airraft an reah aminimum height of 9482 meters13 before the ontroller starts to at. Observe that thisvertial distane is still above the ruising altitude of the seond airraft. This indiatesthat the y by is unsafe.Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 66375Time spent = 0.63 se totalFigure 8: Parametri analysis before the ontroller ation13About 31110 feet.



20 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.4.4 At ritial point with inreased desendThis ase study investigates the safety ondition at the ritial point when the �rst airrafthas taken the deision to inrease its desend, while the other airraft is still una�eted.The situation is spei�ed by letting the automaton for the �rst airraft enter the \Derease"mode, while keeping the seond automaton in the initial \Cruise B" mode. The automatonfor the ontroller moves to the \Desend" mode, fored by the \derease" event, and staysthere. That is, the ontroller does not engage in limbing maneuvers, nor ommands theseond airraft to redue its ruising speed. See Figure 4 and 6. The extra onditionspei�ed by x1 = x2 guarantees that the �nal region is fousing on the ritial point. Thespei�ation of this �nal region an be seen in Appendix B, Setion B.2.1. Again, theminimum height reahed by the �rst airraft was synthesized using the height parametrivariable.Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 61750Time spent = 0.63 se totalFigure 9: First airraft inreases desendThe HyTeh tool synthesized the onditions that must be observed for this situation toour. Figure 9 illustrates the output of the tool for this experiment. As an be seen, theminimum height value reahed by the �rst airraft is 8821 meters, or 28940 feet. From thepoint of view of the seond airraft, whih is ruising at an altitude of 9140 meters, or 30000feet, this value is inferior to the minimum aeptable distane of 2000 feet, as required bythe protool. However, from the point of view of the �rst airraft, whih is now below 29000feet, the synthesized minimum value of 28940 feet is still within the aeptable interval ofup 1000 feet for the vertial separation between both airraft.In the same situation, that is, with the three automata reahing the same �nal modes,another study was onduted. Note that the ontroller automaton passes from the \Normal"to the \Desend" mode when the horizontal distane between both airraft is 7000 meters,and the vertial distane between them is at least 400 meters14. In this seond exerise,the 400 meters separation was parameterized by the di� height variable. This was aom-plished by hanging the ondition y1 � y2 + 400 into y1 � y2 + di� height, in the ontrollerautomaton, shown in Figure 6. The HyTeh tool, then, synthesized the maximum vertialseparation bwtween both airraft, at the moment when the �rst airraft starts its inreaseddesent, given that this hange of behavior takes plae exatly when the airraft are 7000meters apart. The result produed by the tool appears in Figure 10. It indiates that themaximum relative vertial distane between the airraft, for this situation to our, an be14About 1310 feet.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 21Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 47diff_height = 3020 & 7height >= 61750Time spent = 0.15 se totalFigure 10: Parameterizing vertial distanes431 meters15. The minimum height reahed by the �rst airraft, at the rossing point, isstill 8821 meters.It is also as easy to parameterize the horizontal separation between both airraft, whilemaintaining the minimum vertial separation at 400 meters between them, both measuredat the point when the �rst airraft starts to inrease its desent. Figure 11 presents theoutput of the HyTeh tool for this experiment, where the parameter di� horiz indiates thedesired minimum horizontal distane. The synthesis revealed that the ommand to inreaseWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 4diff_horiz = 6648 & 7height >= 61794Time spent = 0.15 se totalFigure 11: Parameterizing the horizontal and vertial distanesthe desent should be issued no later than the point where the horizontal separation is 6648meters. In this ase, observe that the height reahed by the �rst airraft is now slightlyhigher, reahing 8827 meters16, whih is a little unsafer.4.5 Reduing horizontal rate and no limbingThe next experiment will allow for the seond airraft to redue its horizontal speed. For thisto our, the �nal region is spei�ed as in the previous ase, exept that the automata forboth the seond airraft and the ontroller are now allowed to synhronize on the \redue"event, and proeed to reah the \Redued" mode. For a full spei�ation, see Appendix B,Setion B.3.1.The same three situations as in the previous subsetion were analyzed here. First,Figure 12 presents the output of the HyTeh tool when synthesizing the minimum vertial15About 1414 feet.16About 28960 feet.



22 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.distane for the �rst airraft, without parameterizing the oordinate values where it startsits inreased desent. The value obtained was 8785 meters17, whih is a slightly safer valueWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 7371height >= 3259250Time spent = 0.62 se totalFigure 12: Vertial distane with redued horizontal ratethan the one revealed in the previous setion, but the di�erene it is not signi�ant. Oreither, the redution in the horizontal speed for the seond airraft must be more substantialin order to have a greater inuene upon the system safety onditions.Next, Figure 13 shows the output of the HyTeh tool, for the same senario, and whenthe 300 meters minimum vertial separation is also synthesized, using the parametri valuedi� height. This variable measures the vertial separation between the airraft, when theseond airraft reeives the ommand to redue its speed. The horizontal separation at thispoint is maintained at 6000 meters. The result shows that the vertial separation an berelaxed to 324 meters, a higher value.Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77diff_height <= 2270 & 371height >= 3259250Time spent = 0.18 se totalFigure 13: Vertial separation with redued horizontal rateIn ontrast, when trying to parameterize the minimumhorizontal separation, the HyTehtool was unable to onverge, due to library overow errors aused by multipliation opera-tions. Neither a bakward nor a forward analysis ould be ompleted, in this ase.4.6 At the ritial point and limbingNext, the situation where the �rst airraft is ordered to limb is analyzed. In this initial asestudy, the �rst airraft does not inrease its desent, nor does the seond airraft reduesits ruising speed. The �nal region for the models is given by requiring the automatonfor the �rst airraft to reah the \Climb" mode diretly from the \Desend" mode. The17About 28822 feet.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 23automaton for the seond airraft remains in the initial \Cruise B" mode, and the ontrollerautomaton moves diretly from the \Normal" mode to the \Climb" mode. See Appendix B,Setion B.4.1. All the evaluations are still being taken at the ritial rossing point. Notethat, here, the value k = 1 is also part of the ritial region. This guarantees that theautomata are following the transitions as spei�ed. That is, the �rst airraft is desending,but not at an inreased rate, and the seond airraft is not reduing its horizontal speed.See also Figure 4 and 6.Figure 14 illustrates the output of the HyTeh tool when only the vertial height for the�rst airraft is parameterized. The result shows that the maximum height reahed at theWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 70125Time spent = 0.66 se totalFigure 14: Vertial distane while limbingritial point, while the �rst airraft is limbing, measures 10017 meters18. Note that thisheight is greater than the initial ruising height of 32000 feet. This shows that aborting thedesent, in this ase, ould be premature. The next experiments provide tighter values forthese parameters.First, the vertial separation of 300 meters is parameterized, on the transition from the\Normal" mode to the \Climb" mode, in Figure 6. The parameter di� height replaes thevalue 300 meters in the ondition y1 � y2 + 300. The value of 342 meters is returned bythe HyTeh tool for the vertial separation parameter, as shown in Figure 15. Sine theWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77diff_height <= 2395 & 7height >= 70125Time spent = 0.18 se totalFigure 15: Vertial separation while limbinghorizontal distane between both airraft was maintained at 6000 meters, the maximumvertial distane reahed by the �rst airraft while limbing was still the same 10017 meters.When parameterizing the horizontal separation between both airraft, at the point wherethe limb ommand is issued, the results returned by the tool are as shown in Figure 16.18About 32865 feet.



24 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.The vertial separation is maintained at 300 meters. As an be seen, now a linear relation-Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 828height >= 5diff_horiz + 250500 & diff_horiz <= 9000& diff_horiz >= 5528Time spent = 0.21 se totalFigure 16: Horizontal separation and limbingship holds between the horizontal separation, when the maneuver is aborted by the limbommand, and the vertial distane reahed by the �rst airraft, at the rossing point.The ondition di� horiz � 9000 is trivially observed, given that the �rst airraft starts todesend when the horizontal separation between them is exatly 9000 meters. The linearrelationship is, then, redued to(28height � 5di� horiz+ 250500) ^ (di� horiz � 5528):The last lause, di� horiz � 5528, indiates that the minimum horizontal separation be-tween the airraft an be redued to 5528 meters. In that ase, the other lause says thatthe maximum limbing point, for the �rst airraft, an reah 9933 meters19. This showsthat, even if the �rst airraft goes into a desent and then the maneuver is aborted at itsminimum possible horizontal separation distane, the �rst airraft an still reah a pointhigher than its original ruising altitude. In the worst ase, the vertial separation betweenboth airraft, at the rossing point, is greater than 32000 feet and, as a onsequene, themaneuver is deemed a safe one.4.7 Inreasing the desent, then limbingThis is the same situation as in the previous subsetion, exept that the �rst airraft hasalready engaged in a steeper desent route. Here, the �nal region is modi�ed only by hang-ing the ondition on the k variable. It now reads k = 2, as an be seen from Appendix B,Setion B.5.1. Note that the vertial separation at the point where the normal maneuver isinterrupted by the limbing ommand is now at 200 meters, while the horizontal separationbetween both airraft is set at 5000 meters, as ditated by the TCAS protool.The maximum height reahed by the �rst airraft, while limbing in this situation,is 9803 meters20, as an be dedued from Figure 17. Observe, that this height is stillgreater than the initial ruising height of 32000 feet, but the di�erene is now smaller, whenompared to the height reahed in the maneuver studied in the previous experiment.19About 32588 feet.20About 32163 feet.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 25Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 68625Time spent = 0.66 se totalFigure 17: Vertial distane after inreasing desent and limbingParameterizing the vertial separation of 200 meters, produes the results depited inFigure 18. The horizontal separation, in this ase, remained at 5000 meters mark. TheWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77diff_height <= 1520 & 7height >= 68625Time spent = 0.18 se totalFigure 18: Vertial separation with inreased desent, followed by a limbrelaxed maximum value obtained was 217 meters, at the point where the limb ommandis issued.As in the previous test ases, the horizontal separation between the airraft, when thelimb ommand is issued, was also synthesized. The vertial separation was maintained at200 meters. Figure 19 illustrates the output of the HyTeh tool for this ase. The relationdi� horiz � 7000 is trivially observed, sine the �rst airraft starts its desent already atthe 7000 meters mark. Ignoring this lause, the onjuntion omputed by the tool reduesto the linear relationship(56height � 11di� horiz+ 494000) ^ (di� horiz � 4840):Hene, the maneuver an be aborted as late as when the horizontal separation between theairraft reahes 4820 meters. Even in this extreme ase, the height reahed by the �rstairraft, at the rossing point, is 9772 meters21, still allowing for the minimum of 2000 feetrequired for a safe operation.4.8 Inreasing the desent, reduing the horizontal rate and abortingIn the last experiment, the �rst airraft starts its desent, at a vertial rate of 50 meters perseond, then it maneuvers to inrease its downward vertial rate to 60 meters per seond.21About 32060 feet.



26 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 756height >= 11diff_horiz + 494000 & diff_horiz >= 4840& diff_horiz <= 7000Time spent = 0.18 se totalFigure 19: Horizontal separation and vertial distane with inreased desent, followed bya limbThe seond airraft, sensing the presene of the other airraft, redues its horizontal ratefrom 280 meters per seond to 250 meters per seond. When both airraft are 4000 metersapart, the maneuver is aborted by the ontroller, and the �rst airraft reeives a limbommand. The �nal region shown by these onditions is desribed in Appendix B, SetionB.6.1.The HyTeh tool omputes that the �rst airraft reahes a minimum height of 9615meters22 at the rossing point, as shown in Figure 20. Note that this value is approximatelyWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 7371height >= 3567250Time spent = 0.66 se totalFigure 20: Parametri height analysis: aborting after desending and reduing1500 feet above the ruising altitude of the seond airraft. By the TCAS protool, thiswould on�gure an unsafe operation senario. Note also that, as desribed in Subsetion 4.5,if the maneuver is not aborted, the �rst airraft will reah an altitude of 1200 feet belowthe ruising altitude of the seond airraft, whih is, in this ase, a safe altitude. This isbeause a minimum vertial separation of 2000 feet is spei�ed when ruising at altitudesabove 29000 feet, and this minimum is redued to 1000 feet when ruising below 29000feet. One alternative would be to use the HyTeh tool and speify a �nal region where thevertial distane reahed of the �rst airraft, at the rossing point, was exatly 32000 feet,the minimum required for safety, and parameterize the horizontal separation required toreah that �nal region. This would yield the minimum safe value for that parameter.In a �nal ase study, the vertial separation between the two airraft was also param-eterized, at the moment when the \limb" event is issued, while the horizontal separation22About 31545 feet.



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 27was kept at 4000 meters. Figure 21 shows the output of the HyTeh tool for this exerise.The output shows that the vertial separation an be at most 36310/37, or about 97 meters,Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 7371diff_height <= 36310 & 371height >= 3567250Time spent = 0.19 se totalFigure 21: Parametri vertial separation analysis: aborting after desending and reduingfor the \limb" event to be issued. The vertial separation at the rossing point was stillan unsafe 9615 meters, or about 31546 feet.When, the HyTeh tool was used to ompute the relationship between the horizontalseparation, at the point where the \limb" event ours, and the vertial distane reahedby the �rst airraft at the rossing point, it was unable to omplete the omputation, dueto the presene of multipliation library overow errors.5 ConlusionsThe air traÆ ontrol protool is a ritial, real-time and reative system. In addition,a possible system malfuntion may ause enormous damages. The development of suhsystems demands the appliation of a rigorous validation and veri�ation proedure. Thiswork desribes a step in this diretion, using the software HyTeh as (semi) automatiformal veri�ation tool.Hybrid automata is the mathematial approah used to onstrut the models for thevarious real system agents studied in this work. The hybrid automata formalism allowsfor suh agents to manifest a ontinuous, dynami behavior, regulated by the asynhronousourrene of disrete events. An Air TraÆ Management (ATM) system, when using theTraÆ alert and Collision Avoidane System (TCAS) protool, exhibit all these harater-istis. The ruising airraft omprise the ooperating ontinuous dynami agents of thesystem. The disrete asynhronous events arise from the exhange of ommands, issued bythe TCAS protool, when some partiipating airraft engage in a ollision avoiding maneu-ver.The formal models developed in this work were used to synthesize some parameter valuesfor the operational behavior of two airraft, ruising in opposite diretions. The airraft wereallowed to perform di�erent maneuvers, under the guidane of the TCAS protool. Usingthe hybrid automata models, built from the TCAS protool desription, the HyTeh toolsynthesized some ritial values for the vertial distane, and the vertial and horizontalseparation between the ruising airraft. The values obtained indiated whih distaneso�er a safe operational senario and, in some ases, indiated tighter values for some ofthese parameters.



28 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.The HyTeh tool also proved very easy to use, one the hybrid automata models werein plae. Changing or adding new parametri variables was easily ahieved from one asestudy to the next one. Desribing new �nal regions, in order to apture di�erent aspets ofthe system behavior, presented no diÆulties either.Although hindered, at times, when the omplexity of the models reahed the limits ofthe tool, most of the ase studies were suessfully planned and run on a typial desktopPC. More realisti ases studies, involving more airraft and ontemplating more omplexmaneuvers, ould be attempted by adapting and extending the soure ode of the HyTehtool in order to make it run in larger and faster mahines.Related work, studying the safety of (parts of) a subway system, an be found in [8, 6, 7℄.Referenes[1℄ R. Alur, T. Henzinger, and H. Wong-Toi. Symboli analysis of hybrid systems. InProeedings of the 36th IEEE Conferene on Deision and Control, pages 702{707,1997. Invited survey.[2℄ Rajeev Alur, Thomas A. Henzinger, and Pei-Hsin Ho. Automati symboli veri�ationof embedded systems. In Proeedings of the 14th Annual IEEE Real-Time SystemsSymposium, pages 2{11. IEEE Computer Soiety Press, 1993.[3℄ J. Bengtsson, K. G. Larsen, F. Larsson, P. Pettersson, and Wang Yi. UPPAAL in1995. Leture Notes in Computer Siene, 1055:111{114, 1996.[4℄ Johan Bengtsson, Kim Larsen, Fredrik Larsson, Paul Pettersson, Wang Yi, and CarstenWeise. New generation UPPAAL. Tehnial report, BRICS, Dept. of ComputerSiene, Aalborg University, Denmark and Department of Computer Systems, Up-psala University, Sweden. This tehinal report an be found at the URL addresshttp://www.dos.uu.se/dos/rtmv/uppaal.[5℄ Johan Bengtsson, Kim G. Larsen, Fredrik Larsson, Paul Pettersson, and Wang Yi.UPPAAL | a tool suite for automati veri�ation of real{time systems. Tehnial Re-port RS-96-58, BRICS, Aalborg University, DENMARK and Department of ComputerSystems, Uppsala University, Sweden, Deember 1996.[6℄ Adilson Luiz Bonif�aio, Arnaldo Vieira Moura, Jo~ao Batista Camargo Jr., andJorge Rady Almeida Junior. An�alise e Veri�a�~ao de Segmentos de Via de uma MalhaMetrovi�aria. In Proeedings of the II Workshop on Formal Methods, pages 13{22,Florian�opolis, Brazil, Otober 1999. (In Portuguese).[7℄ Adilson Luiz Bonif�aio, Arnaldo Vieira Moura, Jo~ao Batista Camargo Jr., andJorge Rady Almeida Junior. An�alise, Veri�a�~ao e S��ntese de Segmentos de Via deuma Malha Metrovi�aria. Tehnial Report 18, Computing Institute, University ofCampinas, Campinas, Brazil, August 1999. (In Portuguese).
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Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 31lo Desend: while True wait { dy1=-50, dx1=280 }when x1=100 syn reset do { k'=1 } goto Cruise_A;when True syn limb goto Climb;when True syn derease goto Derease;lo Climb: while True wait { dy1=50, dx1=280 }when x1=100 syn reset do { k'=1 } goto Cruise_A;lo Cruise_A: while x1<=1000 wait { dy1=0, dx1=280 }when True syn restart goto Cruise_B;end -- Airraft_1automaton Airraft_2synlabs: redue, reset, restart;initially Cruise_B;lo Cruise_B: while True wait { dy2=0, dx2=-280 }when True syn redue goto Redued;lo Redued: while True wait { dy2=0, dx2=-250 }when True syn reset goto Cruise_A;lo Cruise_A: while True wait { dy2=0, dx2=-280 }when True syn restart goto Cruise_B;end -- Airraft_2automaton Controllersynlabs: derease, limb, redue, reset, restart;initially Normal;lo Normal: while x1<=x2-6000 wait { }when y1<y2+400 & x1=x2-7000 goto Desend;when y1>=y2 + 300 & x1=x2-6000 syn limb do { k'=1 } goto Climb;when y1>=y2+400 & x1=x2-7000 syn derease goto Desend;lo Desend: while x1<=1000 wait { }when True syn reset goto Reset;when y1>=y2+300 & x1=x2-6000 syn redue goto Redued;when y1>=y2+200 & x1=x2-5000 syn limb do { k'=2 } goto Climb;lo Climb: while x1<=1000 wait { }when True syn reset goto Reset;lo Redued: while x1<=1000 wait { }when True syn reset goto Reset;when y1>=y2+50 & x1=x2-4000 syn limb do { k'=3 } goto Climb;lo Reset: while True wait { }when True syn restart goto Normal;end -- ControllerB Parameters SynthesisB.1 The minimum height before the ontroller ationB.1.1 Analysisvarfinal_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;



32 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Desend &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;print omit all loationshide non_parameters inreahed & final_regendhide;B.1.2 ResultWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 66375Time spent = 0.63 se totalB.2 At ritial point with inreased desendB.2.1 Analysisvarfinal_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Derease &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Desend &x1=x2 &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;print omit all loationshide non_parameters in



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 33reahed & final_regendhide;B.2.2 Result: �rst airraft inreases desendWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 61750Time spent = 0.63 se totalB.2.3 Result: parameterizing vertial separation and vertial distaneWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 47diff_height = 3020 & 7height >= 61750Time spent = 0.15 se totalB.2.4 Result: parameterizing the horizontal separation and vertial distaneWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 4diff_horiz = 6648 & 7height >= 61794Time spent = 0.15 se totalB.3 Reduing horizontal rate and no limbingB.3.1 Analysisvarfinal_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Derease &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Redued &lo[Controler℄ = Redued &x1=x2 &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;print omit all loationshide non_parameters in



34 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.reahed & final_regendhide;B.3.2 Result: vertial distane with redued horizontal rateWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 7371height >= 3259250Time spent = 0.62 se totalB.3.3 Result: vertial distane and vertial separation with redued horizontalrateWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77diff_height <= 2270 & 371height >= 3259250Time spent = 0.18 se totalB.3.4 Result: vertial distane and horizontal separation with redued hori-zontal rateLibrary arithmeti overflow errors in mutipliation ours.B.4 At the ritial point and limbingB.4.1 Analysisvarfinal_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Climb &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Climb &x1=x2 &k=1 &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;print omit all loationshide non_parameters in



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 35reahed & final_regendhide;B.4.2 Result: vertial distane while limbingWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 70125Time spent = 0.66 se totalB.4.3 Result: vertial distane and vertial separation while limbingWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77diff_height <= 2395 & 7height >= 70125Time spent = 0.18 se totalB.4.4 Result: vertial distane and horizontal separation while limbingWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 828height >= 5diff_horiz + 250500 & diff_horiz <= 9000& diff_horiz >= 5528Time spent = 0.21 se totalB.5 Inreasing the desent, then limbingB.5.1 Analysisvarfinal_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Climb &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Climb &x1=x2 &k=2 &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;



36 A. Bonif�aio, A. Moura, J.B. Camargo Jr, J. R. Almeida Jr.print omit all loationshide non_parameters inreahed & final_regendhide;B.5.2 Result: vertial distane after inreasing desent and limbingWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77height >= 68625Time spent = 0.66 se totalB.5.3 Result: vertial distane and vertial separation with inreased desent,followed by a limbWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 77diff_height <= 1520 & 7height >= 68625Time spent = 0.18 se totalB.5.4 Result: vertial distane and horizontal separation with inreased de-sent, followed by a limbWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 756height >= 11diff_horiz + 494000 & diff_horiz >= 4840& diff_horiz <= 7000Time spent = 0.18 se totalB.6 Aborting after inreasing the desent and reduing the horizontalrateB.6.1 Analysisvarfinal_reg, init_reg, reahed: region;init_reg:=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Cruise_B &lo[Controler℄ = Normal &x1=-6000 & x2=6000 & y1=9750 & y2=9140 & k=0;final_reg :=lo[Airraft_1℄ = Climb &lo[Airraft_2℄ = Redued &lo[Controler℄ = Climb &x1=x2 &



Air TraÆ Veri�ation and Synthesis 37k=3 &y1<=height;reahed:=reah forward from init_reg endreah;print omit all loationshide non_parameters inreahed & final_regendhide;B.6.2 Result: parametri height analysis aborting after desending and redu-ingWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 7371height >= 3567250Time spent = 0.66 se totalB.6.3 Result: parametri vertial separation analysis aborting after desend-ing and reduingWill try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errorsNumber of iterations required for reahability: 7371diff_height <= 36310 & 371height >= 3567250Time spent = 0.19 se totalB.6.4 Result: vertial distane and horizontal separation after inreasing de-sent, reduing and limbingLibrary arithmeti overflow errors in mutipliation ours.


